HOCKEY GEELONG
SHARKS
JUNIOR REPRESENTATIVE
POLICY (2019)

DISCLAIMER: This document has been prepared for the 2019 Hockey Victoria Metro Junior Competition and all information is
correct at time of publishing (Jan 2019). Some policies or information may be subject to change due to new information from
Hockey Victoria; such changes will be communicated to the relevant parties ASAP.
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1.

INTRODUCTION

1.1

STATEMENT OF PURPOSE - WHY IS THE JUNIOR REPRESENTATIVE POLICY IMPORTANT?
The Geelong Hockey Association (Hockey Geelong) recognises the need to provide a pathway for higher
levels of competition for players to further develop their game.
This Junior Representative Policy underpins Hockey Geelong’s Mission Statement:

To be a successful, respected and leading association in the sport of hockey
This Policy is enforced by Hockey Geelong through its Junior Representative Sub-committee (JRS) and
provides a group of aims ensuring Hockey Geelong has a culture that:





1.2

encourages all players to develop their sporting skills to their fullest potential
emphasizes learning co-operative skills within a team environment
promotes a sense of good sportsmanship and respect for others
provides a development pathway for players wishing to play at higher levels, e.g. Hockey Geelong
Senior Representative Teams, Victorian Junior State Championships, Victorian State Teams etc.

JUNIOR REPRESENTATIVE SUB-COMMITTEE - ROLE & RESPONSIBILITIES
The Junior Representative Sub-committee (JRS) consists of the Junior Representative Co-ordinator, Junior
Head Coach (if appointed), the Junior Rep Player Liaisons or Member Protection Information Officers (aka
JPL or MPIO). The JRS may co-opt any other persons, as deemed necessary to fulfil the sub-committee
functions and to meet the requirements of this policy.
The JRS will:
 Appoint the Junior Representative Team Selectors
 Interview and select the Junior Representative Team Coaches
 Conduct pre-trial sessions (if used) and conduct the Trial Selection; ensuring the selection process
contained within this document is followed
 Appoint Team Managers
 Enforce all policies within this document and those of Hockey Victoria are followed
 When necessary, enforce/apply disciplinary action as laid out in this document
 Submit teams into various other tournaments/competitions during the season - i.e. Junior
Country Championships, Tout Cup
 Organise the Hockey Geelong U13 and U15 Carnival
 Identify talented players and encourage them to nominate for higher-level competitions, e.g. JCC,
JSC, HV State Teams, HV Junior Academy
In the event of something unforseen arising which is not covered within this Policy document, the JRS has
the power to make decisions outside the stated scope of this document as long as the practicalities and
intent of the Policies herein are retained.
The JRS is also responsible for ensuring all Hockey Geelong Sharks Junior Representative Teams - players,
coaches and management - follow Hockey Victoria's Junior Competition Information Guide and meet all the
requirements in the documented policies and procedures for participating in the various HV competitions.
The Officials, Administrators and Coaches Codes of Behaviour can be found here:
Coaches
Administrators
Officials
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1.3

HOCKEY GEELONG REPRESENTATIVE PLAYERS' CODE OF CONDUCT
As a member of a representative squad, all players are ambassadors for Hockey Geelong, and as such all
players must abide by the following:


Be dedicated and committed to becoming the best hockey player you can.




Train hard, be positive and encourage your team-mates at all times.
Be RESPECTFUL to all players and officials at ALL times. Sledging, abuse and provocation of
others will not be tolerated.
Stick to your role for the benefit of the team. Be prepared to play the position your team needs
you to play – this may not always be where you prefer to play.
Communicate respectfully with your team-mates - talk loudly, decisively and clearly.
Do not argue with umpires and officials - EVER!





Players, parents and others must also abide by the Hockey Victoria Codes of Behaviour:
Players
Media
A breach of the above HG Code of Conduct and/or HV Codes of Behaviour may result in disciplinary action
or, where the breach is considered serious enough, referral to the JRS for further action which may include
game suspensions or removal from the team/squad.
Please refer to Section 3.5 - RETAINING TEAM/SQUAD POSITION and Section 3.10 - PLAYER DISCPLINE for
more information.

1.4

HOCKEY GEELONG PARENT/SUPPORTERS’ CODES OF BEHAVIOUR
As parents and supporters of Hockey Geelong Representative players/teams, we play an important role in
upholding the standards of our hockey association, and of those set by Hockey Victoria.
We will benefit our children’s hockey experience in the following ways:

1.5



By focusing on positive elements of their preparation and game play



Reinforcing the need for our children to respect other players and officials – and demonstrating
that in our own behaviour



By supporting the Hockey Geelong Players’ Code of Conduct and ensuring Hockey Geelong
expectations are met



By communicating concerns to Hockey Geelong/Team officials



Abide by the specific Codes of Behaviour above and the following:



Hockey Victoria Parents' Code of Behaviour



Hockey Victoria Spectator Code of Behaviour

HOCKEY GEELONG ELECTRONIC COMMUNICATION POLICY
All players and parents must also abide by Hockey Geelong’s Electronic Communication Policy.
Essentially, please consider all electronic posts - whether by email, SMS, social media, blogs, Snapchat,
Twitter, Facebook, or any other electronic medium - as being transmitted in a public forum. As such, any
abusive, discriminatory, intimidating or offensive statements will not be tolerated.
The full policy is available at http://www.hockeygeelong.asn.au/links/
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2.

SHARKS JUNIOR REPRESENTATIVE TEAM SELECTION PROCESS

2.1

SELECTION TRIAL PANEL
A Selection Trial Panel is formed for each squad/team consisting of the Junior Head Coach, Team Coaches
(where appointed) and Selectors. Selectors are chosen by the Junior Representative Sub-committee, based
on their qualifications, and playing, coaching or selection experience.
The Selection Panel may seek feedback from players' coaches from previous seasons, as well as other recent
relevant programs.
The JRS may refuse, approve or impose conditions upon the selection of any players, either before, or during
the playing season.
It is important for players and parents to remember the trial and team selection process can be difficult for
both players and officials. Please also remember all Coaches and Officials are volunteers, putting in a
considerable amount of time and effort to enable all players get the opportunity to play hockey at their
highest level. Without our Coaches and Officials we have no teams.
Some players set themselves unrealistic goals. An athlete’s own assessment, or more commonly, their
parents' assessment, is often very subjective. This selection policy aims to be as objective as possible.

2.2

ELIGIBILITY FOR TRAILLING & TEAM/SQUAD SELECTION
Players are eligible to trial for, and be selected in a Hockey Geelong Junior Representative Team/Squad if the
player is a registered member of a Geelong Hockey Association affiliated club/school; and playing in, or
supporting the Association's local competition on a regular basis.
Please note: Player selection beyond Hockey Geelong's geographical catchment, or from other sources - i.e.
schools playing outside of HG competitions - may be considered by the JRS on an individual basis. Please
contact the Hockey Geelong Sharks Junior Representative Co-ordinator for more information.
The JRS may invite players individually to trial. This will not exclude any eligible player from nominating to
trial. If a player has been invited by the JRS to the Selection Trials, this in no way guarantees that player a
spot in a team/squad.
In consultation with the JRS, Coaches may elect to have a larger Representative Squad - including Train-on
players or Rotational Train-on players - from which the weekly team would be selected. Weekly selection
will be based on playing performance, attitude, team balance, training attendance and player availability. All
Squad players must be prepared to attend all squad/team training sessions.
The JRS may refuse approval, or impose conditions upon the selection of any player as it deems fit, if in the
best interests of the team. These conditions will be communicated to the player and their parents by the
Junior Representative Co-ordinator.
Consideration should be given to the needs of junior members and their commitment to study after their
selection in Representative teams. Selected team members may, at times, be unable to fulfil their
commitment to local clubs, in addition to the Representative reams.

2019 Hockey Geelong Sharks Junior Representative Policy
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2.3

APPROPRIATE LEVEL OF TRIALING/COMPETITION FOR INDIVIDUALS
The number and make-up of teams entered by Hockey Geelong into the Hockey Victoria Junior Winter
Competition will be determined by the number and quality of nominated players for that age/gender group,
along with any other decisions as decreed by Hockey Geelong or Hockey Victoria for that particular
competition.
Hockey Victoria, while allowing girls to play in both the girls’ competition and/or the mixed competition,
strongly encourages clubs to have girls play predominantly in the girls' competition, rather than the mixed.
Hockey Geelong agrees with this sentiment and so, for this reason, and to build stronger Girls' teams, all girls
must trial for Girls' teams, and all players must nominate for their age group; i.e. U14 players will not be able
to trial for U16 teams.
This by no means prevents Hockey Geelong or the Junior Rep Sub Committee from, at their discretion,
adjusting this policy if it is felt to be in the association's best interests to do so.
Therefore, the JRS may, before, during or after the Selection Trial process, decide it would be more
beneficial to have a player trial/participate in an alternate competition to their nominated agegroup/gender. This would be communicated by the Junior Rep Co-ordinator prior to team/squad selection
announcements. This may only happen where the player and parents in question agree to such a request.

2.4

TRIALLING/SELECTION OUTSIDE OF THESE GUIDELINES
Requests by players to nominate to trial outside the above guidelines (Section 2.3) may be considered by the
JRS, in consultation with representatives from the panel of selectors conducting the trials.
The request must be made in writing to the JRC, using the Request to Trial-Up Form and must explain fully
the reason the player is seeking to be considered to Trial-Up outside of the guidelines as set in Section 2.3.
The request must reach the JRC one (1) week prior to the Selection Trials starting.

2.5

2018 SELECTION TRIAL PROCESS
For the 2018 season, Hockey Geelong Sharks Junior Representative Teams/Squads will be selected
following TWO Selection Trials. N.B. Players may be cut after the 1st Selection Trial.
Notification of nominations to trial are placed on the Hockey Geelong website, advertised at the clubrooms
and also sent to all clubs. Players wishing to nominate to be selected to trial are to fill in the Nomination
Form and return to Hockey Geelong by the closing date.
SELECTION SKILLS CRITERIA
Players will be critiqued on the following:







Physical attributes such as speed, strength, agility, endurance, power and flexibility
Skill attributes such as technique, consistency and accuracy
Tactical awareness
Potential and attitude and ability to be coached
Positional qualities
Specialist skills

A player’s attitude, behaviour, leadership and communication skills may also be taken into consideration
during all parts of the Selection Trial process.
Please note: previous selection in a team/squad does not guarantee selection in future teams/squads.
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Any prior knowledge selectors may have of a player may be considered a factor in the selection process, but
will be balanced against the performance of that player during the trials.
New players to Hockey Geelong will be given a full and fair opportunity to display their skills and abilities
during the trial process.

2.6

PRE-TRIAL SESSIONS AND SELECTION TRIAL EXEMPTIONS
If the Selection process involves Pre-Trial Sessions, it is in the nominating player's best interest to attend as
many of the Pre-Trial sessions as possible, in order to give themselves the best chance if being invited to
attend the Selection Trial.
Players unable to attend Pre-trial sessions or the Selection Trials must inform the Junior Representative Coordinator one (1) week prior to the Selection Trials and fill in an exemption form. The JRC will also consider
requests in exceptional circumstances within the week prior to trials by phone or by email.
In the event a player does not attend any/all of the scheduled Pre-Trial sessions - due to injury, illness or
absence - their inclusion in the Selection Trial List, and indeed selection in a team, or participation as a squad
member, will be determined by their playing history and from information gathered from previous coaches
and other recent programs. The granting of any exemption from Pre-trial sessions or Selection Trial/s in no
way guarantees the player will be either asked to trial or selected into a team/squad.
The 2019 Selection Trial process will not involve Pre-Trial Sessions.

2.7

FEEDBACK FOR NON-SELECTED PLAYERS
All non-selected players who attend the Trials will be given written feedback as soon as possible after the
announcement of the teams/squads. Such feedback does not entitle the player to further selection
consideration; rather it provides an opportunity to identify areas of improvement.
An unselected player may be given written feedback after the trials and then be invited to train with a
squad; this gives the player an opportunity to work on improving their skills in the designated areas and
possibly be eligible for future weekly team selection as the season progresses.
If the feedback does not adequately address the player's/parents' concerns, then the matter may be brought
to the Junior Head Coach (if appointed) or the JRS. Contact the Junior Rep Co-ordinator for further info.

2.8

CONFLICT RESOLUTION PROCESS
If a player/parent is not happy with the end of the result of the selection process, the matter should first be
discussed with the Junior Head Coach (if appointed), or the Junior Liaison Officer (JLO), who will attempt to
resolve the issue.
If, after consulting the JLO, the matter is still on-going, then it should be brought to the attention of the
Junior Representative Sub-committee (JRS).
If, after consultation with the JRS, the matter is still unresolved, the JRS may consult the Hockey Geelong
Management Committee for final resolution.

2.9

WORKING WITH CHILDREN CHECK
All Team Managers and coaches are required to have a current WWC - even if they would normally be
exempt - i.e. teachers, Police officers etc.
2019 Hockey Geelong Sharks Junior Representative Policy
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3

PLAYER/TEAM EXPECTATIONS
Once the teams/squads have been set, and Team Managers appointed, the Coaches take over and get the
players ready for the season's competition ahead. It is vital players and parents understand the level of
commitment required to participate in these Representative Teams. If family/school commitments are likely
to make a player unavailable for a large proportion of the season, then the best course of action may be to
withdraw from the team/squad.

3.1

PLAYER EXPECTATIONS
A core set of rules and player expectations ensures all players understand what is required of them before,
during and after a game. These expectations ensure uniformity in the way our Squads prepare, play and
behave.
BEFORE THE GAME


Arrive at the ground hydrated and appropriately attired in Hockey Geelong uniform (either hoodie or
jacket and trackpants, or tracksuit).



Preferably Hockey Geelong track pants or similar navy track pants.



Correct Hockey Geelong playing uniform must be worn when playing.



Arrive at the ground a minimum of 45 minutes before the game - or at such a time as requested by
the Coach.



Take the first 10-15 mins to get ready. The rest of the time will be used for team warm up &
discussion.



Do everything as a squad – No individual warm-ups. If you have extra specific stretching to do after
the team warm-up, advise your Coach.

DURING THE GAME
 Ensure correct safety gear is worn - shin guards and mouthguards at all times you are on field.
If you are a PC defender, facemasks are compulsory - every time!


Be positive and encourage your team-mates at all times no matter what the situation.



Get a drink and jacket and immediately return to the team huddle at half time as a squad.



LISTEN when the Coach is speaking. WAIT until the Coach asks for player comments and then have
your say. Your viewpoint is important too.

AFTER THE GAME
 Group together as a squad, give three cheers for your opposition and complete a warm-down lap.

3.2



Stay together as a squad for a team stretch.



Stay together as a squad for post-match team talk. LISTEN when the coach is speaking. WAIT until
the Coach asks for player comments and then have your say. Your viewpoint is important too.

TRAINING - PRE-SEASON AND DURING THE SEASON
Attendance at pre-season sessions and weekly season training is an important part of player/team
development. Coaches will expect punctuality, attention and maximum effort at all training sessions.
Commitment to quality training allows, amongst other things, the development of match skills/technique,
strategy, fitness improvement, and team bonding.

2019 Hockey Geelong Sharks Junior Representative Policy
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All players are expected to attend weekly training unless exceptional circumstances occur (injury, illness,
family or school commitments). If any of these circumstances do occur, players should advise their Manager
and Coach at the first instance before the training session. Advance notice of non-attendance is vital.
This notification is important because the Coach has prepared training sessions based on all players turning
up. When players just don't turn up, training plans have to be re-worked, leading to lost training time.
Players who regularly miss training put the team at risk of the team not performing to its potential.
If a player is injured but can still attend, then they are expected to attend. There is still merit in a player
attending even if they may not be able to actually train. Being aware of the strategies and training plans will
help both the individual and the team when they return to play.
However, if a player is ill, please stay home; no sense in passing on illness to others.
Though training time is generally 1 hour a week of pitch time, there may be additional off-field training covering matters such as fitness, whiteboard tactics, player positioning and other skill development on an asneeded basis.
As well, individual players may be asked to attend additional up-skill training sessions as directed from time
to time during the season.

3.3

PLAYER INTERCHANGE GUIDELINES
Increasingly player interchange is used as a legitimate strategy in the game of hockey. This strategy allows
for the rotation of players to prevent fatigue.
Hockey Geelong encourages the use of the following interchange guidelines:
1. Most squads will take a team of 14-16 players to games, of whom only 11 can be on the ground at
any one time.
2. Each player is to be considered a full team member - and deserving of equal field-time.
3. Rotational Train-ons will be treated the same as full team members when playing.
4. All players are to take their turn STARTING on the interchange bench throughout the season.
5. Players are not to commence consecutive games on the interchange bench.
6. No player is to be on the interchange bench to the extent that they are regularly playing substantially
less than a full game than their team-mates.
7. In the situation where the team has a regular goalkeeper, they may be exempt from the above rules.
Given that there may be circumstances during the season where it would be desirable to have a mainly fullstrength team on the field for the majority of the match - not withstanding guidelines 1-7, there may, on
occasion, be times when some players may not get equal field time.

3.4

PLAYING POSITIONS POLICY
Players in all teams will be expected to learn to play at least two field positions.
If you can play in several field positions you give yourself more chances of getting into the team you want to
be in; whether that be the Club/school 1st team - the Pennant or Shield grade - or a State team etc.
If you say you can only play in one position, then you give yourself only one chance of making that team.
It is the aim of Hockey Geelong that players will have developed a working understanding and ability to play
in two or more positions after two years.

2019 Hockey Geelong Sharks Junior Representative Policy
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To assist with this aim Hockey Geelong has developed this Playing Positions Policy for the guidance of
coaches and managers.
It is recognised that when the team has a number of inexperienced players and some experienced players, it
is beneficial to the team to play the more experienced players in key positions early in the season.
However throughout the season it is expected that each player will be given experience both at training and
in games in at least 2 positions.
Coaches of all U14 Pennant, U14 A Grade (Shield), U16 (all grades) shall rotate players through different
playing positions.
This may be achieved by selecting 2 positions in consultation with players during the pre-season, with the
aim of players mastering those positions throughout the season.
Team Coaches are encouraged to discuss the implementation methods to achieve these aims with the Head
Junior Coach (if one is appointed) and other HG Team Coaches to ensure a consistent approach is
maintained.
GOALKEEPING RULE
It is COMPULSORY in Hockey Victoria Junior Competitions for all Junior teams to have a fully-kitted
Goalkeeper on-field at all times. In the event of a GK being injured or unable to take the field, another
player MUST kit up. There are no exceptions to this rule. Without a fully-kitted GK a team will have to
forfeit the game.

3.5

RETAINING TEAM/SQUAD POSITION
Retaining a position in a team/squad is on-going, and subject to the player meeting the criteria that led to
their initial selection.
Any player selected into a team/squad, may also be subject to further conditions as Hockey Geelong deems
necessary. If these conditions are not meet, the player may be moved to a different - i.e. lower team
(where possible) or even face de-selection.
A player under threat of de-selection will be asked to attend a conference with their parents/guardians, the
Team Coach and the Junior Player Liaison Officer in an attempt to resolve the issues leading to the possibility
of de-selection.
The player will be given a written warning - outlining the issue/s and what needs to happen in order to keep
their position in the team/squad. They will be considered "on notice"; however, they will also be given every
opportunity to redeem themselves to stay in the team/squad. Please see Section 3.10 Player Discipline.

3.6

PLAYER MOVEMENT BETWEEN TEAMS
Where there is more than one team in the same age/gender group - i.e. Shield, Pennant, etc, Hockey
Geelong will refer to these teams as 1sts, 2nds, etc.
Players may be moved between teams during the season, depending on player form and team balance.
Hockey Geelong is aware of the impact of excessive player movement between teams, and as such player
movement will be used only when necessary.
This may also impact on girls playing in the girls' competitions and also on occasion playing in the mixed
competitions during the season where required.
Any potential player movement will be communicated to the players involved following discussion between
the Junior Head Coach and all relevant Team Coaches. Additional player/s and parents will be approached
after the above discussions have taken place and all likely impacts have been considered.

2019 Hockey Geelong Sharks Junior Representative Policy
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3.7

TEAM/SQUAD VACANCIES DURING THE SEASON
Any vacancy occurring in a squad/team during the pre-season or playing season due to illness, injury holiday
or other absence, will be filled by the JRS, in consultation with Hockey Geelong Junior Representative Head
Coach and the respective Team Coaches.
This may mean players who were initially unselected, may be called upon during the season to either fill-in
for games, or they may be invited to become a train-on, rotational train-on, or permanent squad/team
members.
Such "Fill-in" players will be required to attend training as required. If necessary, the JRS may ask players
who did not attend the Selection Trials to play in any team during the season.

3.8

YOUNG ATHLETES AND WORKLOAD
Potentially harmful effects through over-training can occur in young athletes, adversely affecting the
dynamics and timing of growth and physical maturation.
Parents and players should carefully consider the dangers of over training/playing and consult an
appropriate medical practitioner to determine the most appropriate level of involvement for a player’s
particular circumstance. It is important to communicate at all times with your Team Manager and Coach
your child’s involvement levels.
ISSUES TO CONSIDER:







3.9

Growth and maturation vary greatly in junior participants, making chronological age a poor indicator
of developmental status.
During growth spurts, training and competition need to be planned carefully to avoid injury.
The risk of bone fracture, growth plate injuries, and soft tissue injuries increases during rapid
growth.
Training and competition schedules need to be planned around the holistic needs of each individual
athlete.
Inappropriate and over-training can have an adverse effect on the growth, development and
maturation of junior participants.
Taking care of junior participants regarding training schedules is important to keep junior
participants in hockey for the long term.

JUNIORS PLAYING IN BOTH JUNIOR & SENIOR SHARK REPRESENTATIVE TEAMS
Hockey Geelong recognises many Junior Sharks also train/play with the Senior Shark Teams, and are also
subject to Senior Representative training regimes. Training may be individually tailored throughout the
season to ensure adequate player management is obtained.
In many ways this can be a big step up, not just in the level of competition but also in the more independent
way players are treated - as adults rather than children.
To promote a successful transition into seniors, Hockey Geelong supports and encourages young players
from the age of 14 - and in some exceptional circumstances players under this age who display the skill and
maturity - to join a senior representative team, and play in both junior and senior competitions concurrently.
Such experience will prove invaluable for the player, aiding in both their on-field development as well their
social maturity.

2019 Hockey Geelong Sharks Junior Representative Policy
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While encouraging their participation, Hockey Geelong acknowledges these players are not yet adults, and
have put specific measures in place to ensure their senior experience is as positive as possible.
Clearly, the training and playing workload of junior players needs to be closely monitored to avoid injury and
burn-out. All sections of Hockey Geelong are aware of this issue, and modified training and playing
arrangements can be negotiated with Junior and Senior representative team coaches.
All Hockey Geelong parties work closely to monitor the development of such players, providing support and
encouragement to ensure the season is enjoyable and rewarding for all.
Hockey Geelong has a selection policy in place to further protect the interests of both the young players
themselves, as well as the hockey association itself:
• It is advised players be at least 14 years of age (with the exception as mentioned above) as of
January 1st of that year to register for Senior Representative competition that year.
• Junior players will not be discriminated against in Senior competition with regards to team selections
and field-time irrespective of age, fees, or the playing of an additional (junior grade) match in the
same round.
• As juniors playing in a senior competition, you will be expected to put plans in place after
consultation with your coaches to ensure that you manage yourselves (regarding injury prevention,
fatigue, and nutrition) accordingly.

3.10

PLAYER DISCIPLINE
Two of the stated aims of the Hockey Geelong Sharks Junior Representative Policy are to develop
sportsmanship and to understand the importance of teamwork and team commitment (Section 1.1).
Therefore the JRS has the responsibility of ensuring all junior players (and their parents/guardians)
understand that playing behaviour resulting in receiving yellow cards from umpires is not acceptable.
Regularly being sent off the ground is behaviour that lets fellow team-mates, Coaches, Team Managers,
Hockey Geelong and the player themselves down.
Perhaps more importantly, such behaviour is not helping the offending player to properly develop as a
hockey player. Those who make it to high level hockey are not regularly sent off the ground. High
Performance Selectors and coaches usually weed such players from the system. The ultimate aim of this
policy is to encourage serious and repeat offenders to change their hockey playing behaviour and become
better individual and team players.
It is hoped parents understand junior players should not be regularly getting yellow cards in junior matches
and that Hockey Geelong disapproves of such behaviour. It is also hoped that parents of such players take
some action to counsel and if necessary discipline their child so as to prevent and/or discourage such
behaviour. In other words, Hockey Geelong would much prefer matters of player discipline to be recognized
by, and dealt within, the families.
Unfortunately, some junior players will not respond to the family or their Team Coach. When this is the case,
the problem is dealt with by the JRS. The JRS recognizes that to leave player discipline issues entirely to
volunteer coaches is unrealistic and places undue pressure on these officials, especially when dealing with
children and their parents.
Hockey Victoria also has an Investigation Process that looks at charges of misconduct, or behavioural
complaints reported .

2019 Hockey Geelong Sharks Junior Representative Policy
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RED AND YELLOW CARD JUNIOR POLICY
Hockey Geelong introduced the following red and yellow card policy in 2016:
1.

A junior representative player receiving a red card from an umpire in a match and who is not
reported by HV, an umpire or another club, will be counselled by the JRS. A range of
penalties, including match suspension may apply. The magnitude of the match suspension
penalty (if applied) will be decided by the Junior Representative Sub-committee.

2.

A red card leading to an official report of the junior player by Hockey Victoria, the umpire or
another club will be dealt with by the JRS and/or HV. A range of penalties, including match
suspension, may apply.

3.

A junior representative player receiving four (4) yellow cards from umpires for poor
behaviour or umpire dissent in one junior winter season will be reviewed by the JRS, and a
range of penalties, including suspension may apply.

4.

A yellow card leading to an official report of the player by HV, the umpire or another club will
be dealt with by the JRS and/or HV. A range of penalties may apply.

All officially reported red and yellow card offences will be dealt with by HV and/or the JRS.
Team Managers must report all yellow and red cards given in junior matches on the HockeyNet system and
also to the JRC immediately after the match.
If a player is suspended, that suspension will apply irrespective of the type of match - home and away, or
finals.
The precise timing (within limits outlined above) of the suspension will be left to the discretion of the Coach,
except in the following circumstances: If the red/or fourth yellow card was awarded in a semi-final, the
player suspension must apply for the next match (e.g. Grand Final).
If the offence occurred in the Grand Final the suspension will occur in first round of HV's next junior winter
season. In the event the player is no longer a junior, then the suspension shall be served for the first Senior
Representative game for which the player is selected for.
N.B. The actual card count does not carry over from season to season.
The player, their parents/guardians, Coaches and Team Manager will be informed of any player suspension
resulting from this policy.
APPEALING A RED OR YELLOW CARD DECISION
Given that this policy could prevent junior players from playing matches, the following appeal process has
been set in place.
A player (and parents) have the opportunity to appeal against a non-reported yellow or red card decision by
writing (letter or email) to the Junior Representative Co-ordinator. The letter/email must arrive within two
(2) working days after the match in question. The matter of whether the card counts against the player will
be resolved by a tribunal decision by a 3-member panel from the Hockey Geelong Management Committee.
The appeal will be heard within four (4) working days of the match in question. Failure to appeal means the
player has accepted that the card was warranted and will be counted against them for that season.
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4.

REGISTRATION, FEES & UNIFORM PAYMENTS

4.1

COMPULSORY HOCKEY VICTORIA REGISTRATION
Before any representative player can take the field for Hockey Geelong, they must complete the compulsory
Hockey Victoria Individual Membership registration through HockeyNet via the HV Membership website for
that current season.
Registration for Hockey Geelong Representative teams is separate, and in addition to, a player's local Club
registration requirements. If you only play for Hockey Geelong Sharks, then you register using Hockey
Geelong as your Primary Club.
If you play in the local GHA competition as well as for HG Sharks, then your Primary registration is under
your local GHA Club; and then you get a secondary registration with Hockey Geelong. You do not have to pay
again, and you may have several secondary registrations. If you have any registration issues, please contact
the JRC.

4.2

JUNIOR REPRESENTATIVE TEAM PLAYING FEES
Players will be invoiced upon Team Selection, and all due or outstanding Playing Fees must be PAID IN FULL
by the due date (Round 4 of competition), unless other arrangements have been made with the Hockey
Geelong Treasurer (or their designated proxy) prior to Round 4.
All Team/squad Train-ons (including Rotational train-ons) are required to pay 25% of the full player fee (to
be paid by Round 4) to cover training fees. In addition, Train-ons and Rotational train-ons will be required to
pay $15 a game, which will be invoiced at the end of the season, based on how many games were actually
played.
Goal-keepers providing their own equipment are charged 50% of the full field player fees.
For full team members brought into a team/squad after the start of the season, fees will be determined on a
pro-rata basis, depending on the number of games left in the season. In this case, the player will be invoiced
when they join, and any fees payable will be set based on the season's full fee. This includes Train-ons or
Rotational train-ons that have transitioned to full team/squad members during the season.
If fees have not been paid in full, or a Treasurer-approved payment plan arranged before Round 4, the player
may be put on the "no-play" list and deemed ineligible for team selection.

4.3

UNIFORM PAYMENT
Uniform try-on is scheduled during the Selection Trials. All nominees fill in the required forms, and in the
event of non-selection, those forms are destroyed. The reason this is done at this time is due to time
constraints in the uniform ordering process.
All Compulsory Uniform payments must be PAID IN FULL before the uniform may be collected. Players
cannot take the field unless they are wearing the FULL Hockey Geelong representative playing uniform:
Playing top, shorts/skort, HG socks. Players are encouraged to purchase a HG-branded hoodie, jacket or
tracksuit.
Players not purchasing HG-branded trackpants or tracksuit, are requested to wear plain navy trackpants to
games. Additional HG-branded clothing items such as trackpants, tracksuit, or jacket may be purchased
during the season as required; payment made upon ordering.

5.

2019 HOCKEY VICTORIA JUNIOR WINTER COMPETITION

5.1

INTRODUCTION
2019 Hockey Geelong Sharks Junior Representative Policy
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Hockey Victoria provides junior Winter competitions on a Friday night, home-and-away basis.
The 14-round competition, with a 2-week Finals series for the top four teams, runs from end of April to midSeptember, with no play scheduled during Queen's Birthday Weekend and the July School Holidays.
Games are 2 x 30-minute halves, with 5-min halftime.
Within those age groupings the following divisions are available:




Shield
Pennant Grade
District Grade

Away matches are played at various Melbourne venues. Home games are played either at Stead Park or at
an equi-distanced venue, often Footscray Hockey Centre or the State Netball Hockey Centre (SNHC).
Playing Representative Junior hockey provides children with many opportunities such as:





5.2

Improving basic skills and playing at a higher level of competition
Gaining exposure to the sport outside the local Geelong Association competition
Providing players with a pathway to higher level hockey (Junior State Champs, Hockey Victoria
Academy and Victorian State teams)
Providing a pathway to Hockey Geelong Senior Representative teams

TEAM GRADING IN HOCKEY VICTORIA COMPETITION - HOCKEY GEELONG RATIONALE
Hockey Geelong is keen to provide representative teams so all players can play at an appropriate standard.
Players should have the opportunity to play in the highest grade possible, and they should play in a team
where they are more likely to use all their skills, and be developed further.
Girls-only teams are entered wherever possible, and mixed teams when there is no appropriate girls’ grade,
or playing numbers make it unsustainable to enter an all-girls’ team.
Generally Hockey Geelong prefers players to play in their own age/gender group, but occasionally
circumstances may make it more appropriate for a player to play out of their age group or, in a female
player’s case, in the mixed competition. These circumstances are covered in Sections 2.3 - 2.5 of this
document.
Hockey Geelong strives to have its Junior Representative Teams entered into the highest grade in which the
team will be competitive.
In deciding on the appropriate grade level, emphasis is on the team’s overall level of competitiveness, and
possible future outcome, rather than either the higher or lower-skilled individual players.
Hockey Victoria may offer an opportunity for a team to apply for re-grading - either up or down, however
this application may or may not be accepted. Hockey Victoria may at its own discretion, impose restriction
criteria on team entries, or direct a team to a certain level of competition.
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6.

END OF SEASON AWARDS & PRESENTATIONS

Hockey Geelong Sharks host a Junior Representative Presentation event at Stead Park at the end of the
season. Individual teams/squads may, at their own expense, also organise their own end-of-season event, in
addition to the Junior Rep Presentation.
The following 2 awards are given out per team:
BEST AND FAIREST AWARD:
At the end of the season, one player will be awarded the "Best and Fairest" award.
This is determined by a 3, 2, 1 vote awarded by the Team Coach/es, or other team official after each match.
Voting system: Three votes for the best & fairest player on the ground, two votes for second best & fairest
player and one vote for the third best & fairest player.
N.B. U16 Teams may elect to choose their own B&F, with each player of the match deciding as above.
The B&F is based on the following criteria:
BEST: based on how important their playing performance was to the team and outcome of the game.
The following should be considered:
• passing to advantage
• passing to a team-mate who is in a better position
• what the player does with the ball when in possession
• work-rate off the ball - i.e. running into space or moving to draw opposition players
 game strategy - thinking about the tactics as play evolves
FAIREST:




based on "fair play" principles. The following to be considered:
team-minded play
encouraging attitude to team-mates
not dropping their head when a mistake is made

COACH'S AWARD:
At the end of the season team's coaches will select one player from their team to receive a Coach's Award.
The Coach’s Award may also be the Encouragement Award, taking into account capability of improvement i.e. skill, leadership and team improvement factors.
Criteria – Greatest improvement over the season, taking into account the following factors:
• Improvement in playing performance over the season (in terms of skill and "for-the-team" factors)
• Commitment and effort at training and games
• Willingness to listen and learn at training and games
• Willingness to accept changes to their own field position - i.e. being moved from a wing to an inner
or from a centre forward to a halfback
• General team behaviour and improvement - i.e. relating to others in the team, coach and officials
• Any other factors taking into account improvement in skill, leadership and team play
Please note:
• No B&F votes are done during the Finals series.
• Fill-in or Rotational players are eligible for B&F votes for the games they play, as well as the Coach's
Award.
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7.

HOCKEY VICTORIA HIGH PERFORMANCE & PLAYER DEVELOPMENT PATHWAY
The Hockey Victoria junior player development pathway is subject to change each year; this is outside of
Hockey Geelong's control.
Hockey Geelong will endevour to notify the hockey community - through its website, Facebook, and emails
to Clubs, Schools and Representative players of any relevant information as released by Hockey Victoria.
Hockey Geelong strongly encourages Clubs to pass on this information to its members in a timely fashion.
However, Hockey Geelong is not and will not be held responsible if players are not informed of opportunities
for higher representation, nor if players are unaware of a particular event. It is the players' ultimate
responsibility to regularly check the Hockey Geelong and Hockey Victoria websites.
All Junior players (U12-U21) in Geelong have the opportunity to nominate to be considered for trialling for
the various Hockey Victoria High Performance programs.
Geelong players do not need to be in a Hockey Geelong Junior Representative Team in order to trial for
Hockey Victoria JCC or JSC tournaments. Nor do they need to be a HG Representative player to nominate to
be considered to trial for State Teams. However, it is highly recommended to play HG representative hockey
if State Team selection is the aim, as it gives players additional exposure to the talented player identification
process.
Hockey Victoria uses talent scouts called Athlete Identification Officers (AIOs) who attend games and
tournaments throughout Victoria, compiling lists of talented players and those with potential. These AIOs
may be assisted by club and association officials. AIOs also attend Elite Skill Development Days, at which any
player may attend.

7.1

HOCKEY VICTORIA JUNIOR TOURNAMENTS
JUNIOR COUNTRY CHAMPIONSHIPS (JCC)
The Junior Country Championships (JCC) are held over a weekend mid-May, in various Melbourne venues.
Hockey Geelong endevours to enter several teams in these championships to give more opportunities for
our Regional players. Teams are graded U13/U15/U17; separate boys and girls teams are entered wherever
possible. Hockey Victoria does not allow mixed teams at JCC.
We encourage players with potential to play in the JCC as it is another avenue to be seen by HV Athlete
Identification Officers (AIOs), who are always looking for players to invite to trial for State Team selection, or
attend the various HV talented player programs.
Hockey Geelong will ask for players to nominate in March/April to play in the JCC; trials may be used for
team selection.
All Geelong Association Club players are eligible to play in the JCC. Players DO NOT have to be playing in a
Hockey Geelong Representative side to play/trial for these teams.
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VICTORIAN JUNIOR STATE CHAMPIONSHIPS (JSC)
The Victorian Junior State Championships (JSC) provides all players within Victoria the opportunity to
represent their zone. Victoria is divided into 10 zones and teams participate in an U13, U15 and U17 boys
and girls event held during the July school holidays. Nominations to trial for JSC Zone teams are called for by
Hockey Victoria, via their website. Trials are usually held in May.
All Geelong Hockey Association-registered Club players are eligible to nominate to trial for their designated
regional Zone team (currently Western Metro Wildcats). Players DO NOT have to be playing in a Hockey
Geelong Representative side to trial for these teams.
The Wildcats Zone Co-ordinator organises these nominations and liaises with the Hockey Geelong Wildcats
Representative.
Nominations to trial are via the Hockey Victoria website. Trials are held and teams selected usually before
the end of May; weekly trainings are held until the championships. Sometimes these trainings may clash
with local Hockey Geelong club matches; JSC trainings should take priority.

SCHOOL SPORT VICTORIA (SSV) - STATE PRIMARY (12s) AND SECONDARY SCHOOL (16s) TEAMS
Nominations for SSV 12s (State Primary Schools) and SSV 16s (State Secondary Schools) are coordinated
through schools and while Hockey Geelong has no involvement in this process, we encourage players to trial.
It is responsibility of the player/parents to follow up the nomination process through the player’s school, as
the School Principal or nominee has to sign the Student's nomination form. Hockey Geelong will endeavour
to announce when nominations open for SSV teams.

7.2

HOCKEY VICTORIA JUNIOR STATE TEAMS
Nominations for Hockey Victoria U13/U14/U15/U18/U21 State Teams open at various times throughout the
year, depending on when the National tournament is.
Players wishing to nominate to be considered for trial register through HV website. HV Athlete Identification
Officers compile a list of invitees to attend trials. Only invited players may trial.
Selection Trials are held at various times depending when National Tournaments are held.

7.3

HOCKEY VICTORIA JUNIOR ACADEMY
The Hockey Victoria Junior Academy is a high-performance program held in the off-season for U13 / U15 and
U18 age groups. Some players (usually State Team members) gain automatic entry into the Junior Academy.
Other players may nominate via Draft Camp Trials held in August. Go to High Performance tab on the HV
website for more information.

7.4

HOCKEY VICTORIA JUNIOR ELITE SKILL DEVELOPMENT DAYS
Hockey Victoria periodically holds Elite Skill Development Days - for ALL junior players. The ESDD are
generally regarded as been more suitable for players who have played at JSC Zone level, and those players
looking at being selected into Victorian State Teams.
Registrations are through the Hockey Victoria website and payment varies depending on the duration of the
sessions.
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8.

HOCKEY GEELONG PLAYER DEVELOPMENT OPPORTUNITIES

8.2

HOCKEY GEELONG JUNIOR ACADEMY
A major key to Hockey Geelong’s future playing success is to ensure talented junior players are identified
early and developed. And it is vital these players get excellent coaching and access to specialist player
development programs throughout their junior career.
The Hockey Geelong Junior Academy is a two-pronged initiative, offering off-season training and in-season
sessions designed to develop talented players aged 12-17 years.
It is aimed for those playing at a higher level (Victoria Junior State Champs) or presently playing competitive
hockey and are likely to attain JSC representation.
Academy trainings will focus on skill acquisition and improvement. All hockey skills will be covered
with particular emphasis on perfecting basic skills – hitting, trapping, passing.
Tactical and technical skills will also be taught, along with specialist skills - i.e. drag flicks or overheads.
Academy entry is via invitation - Clubs are asked to nominate players who meet the criteria; Hockey Geelong
can also invite players to attend. There may be a nominal fee for the Academy.

8.3

HOCKEY GEELONG JUNIOR REPRESENTATIVE UP-SKILL SESSIONS
For HG Junior Sharks, we offer Up-Skilling on an as-needed basis.
These sessions could be a one-off, targeting specific specialist skills - i.e. tomahawks, 3D-skills or dragflicking, or they could be a longer block of extra coaching sessions for players who need a broader range of
skill development.
HG Shark coaches will choose players they think will benefit from the extra block sessions, and may also
invite players from outside the Rep playing sphere, i.e. club players.
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1321,

HOCKEY GEELONG TRAINING IN HEAT POLICYox
While Hockey is considered a winter sport, there may be occasions when training or matches are scheduled during
Geelong Hockey Association
extreme heat conditions.
All officials (team managers, coaches and umpires) owe a duty of care to players. Officials should take all reasonable
steps to minimize foreseeable risks which may result in injury or damage.
When high temperatures are expected, officials, coaches and managers are to monitor conditions constantly, and
either modify training program or even re-schedule or cancel the session or match.
Team managers and coaches should be vigilant and not pressure their players in any way regarding performance or
endurance. Everyone needs to be aware that junior players are more susceptible to heat illness. If any players show
signs of distress from the heat (see symptoms of heat illness outlined below) swift and appropriate action should be
taken.
TRAINING / MATCH PLAY:
Training: reduce the duration and intensity of the session; allow more drinks breaks. Encourage soft-brim
hats/caps/visors to be worn.
Match-play: reduce the periods of playing time and add in more breaks.
For example: 10-15 min quarters with 2 mins between first 2 quarters; 5 minutes at half-time and a further 2 mins
between the 3rd and 4th quarters.
Rotations: Coaches and managers may need to modify player rotation cycles and ensure players seek shade when
off the pitch.
Hockey Geelong follows the Hockey Victoria heat guidelines, as per the Sports Medicine Australia guidelines:
Ambient
Temperature °C
15 - 20

Relative
Humidity

Risk of Heat Illness

21 - 25

Exceeds 70%

Low to Moderate

26 - 30

Exceeds 60%

Moderate

31 - 35

Exceeds 50%

High - Very High

36 and above

Exceeds 30%

Extreme

Low

Possible management for sustained physical
activity
Heat illness can occur in distance running.
Caution over-motivation.
Increase vigilance.
Caution over-motivation.
Moderate early pre-season training.
Reduce intensity and duration of play/training.
Take more breaks.
Uncomfortable for most people. Limit
intensity, take more breaks. Limit duration to
less than 60 minutes per session.
Very stressful for most people. Postpone to
cooler conditions (or cooler part of the day) or
cancel session / match.

Source: Sports Medicine Australia
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HYDRATION:
Players and parents need to be aware of the importance of hydration before, during and after playing hockey.
Plain water is the most appropriate drink for both hydrating before play and re-hydration. See additional
information sheet Hydration for Hockey.
Diluted cordial or sports drinks may also be used. (Sports drinks may be useful for children who have consistently
poor drinking habits during exercise, however it is strongly encouraged to be consumed with water at a ratio of 2:1 i.e. 300mls of sports drink diluted with 150mls of water).
Drinks should also be available for individual players between scheduled drinks breaks.
Umpires, coaches and officials should
 be advised when additional drink breaks are required and players should make every effort to ensure no
time is wasted;
 players should have their own drink bottles. This ensures each player has access to an adequate level of
replacement fluids and reduces the risk of contamination and viruses;
 where cups and a large container are used, cups should not be dipped into the container. Used cups should
be washed or disposed of after use. Do not share cups.
 if possible, use an Esky or chiller bag to store drink bottles. Keep in the shade.
KEEPING COOL:
Team managers may use wet towels or neck/head scarves to assist players in keeping cool.
Where available ice vests may be used.
SYMPTOMS OF HEAT INJURY OR HEAT STROKE
High intensity exercise in a hot environment can lead to: dehydration, heat exhaustion and heat stroke.
It is important to know that heat exhaustion and heat stroke can still occur even in the presence of good hydration.
Heat stroke is a potentially fatal condition and must be treated immediately by a medical professional.
It is important to be aware and react quickly to the following symptoms of heat exhaustion or heat stroke:







Fatigue
Nausea
Headache
Confusion
Light-headedness

These symptoms indicate players should stop playing, drink more fluids and cool down. If the person
doesn't feel better quickly then engage the emergency plan below:
EMERGENCY PLAN

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Lie the person down; raise legs and pelvis to improve blood pressure
Loosen and remove excess clothing
Wet skin liberally and fan vigorously
Give cool water to drink if conscious
Apply wrapped ice packs to groins and armpits
Seek medical assistance

IMPORTANT: Seek urgent medical treatment if these symptoms don’t improve rapidly.
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HOCKEY GEELONG

Junior Intra-Club –
for all Geelong Clubs
Played at various Geelong
Club venues

GEELONG HOCKEY ASSN
LOCAL Inter-Club
Competitions played at
various Geelong venues

Junior Club-Based Hockey
Hook In2 Hockey
Joeys (U4), Minkey (U8),
U10/U12
Clubs provide a range of
introductory programs to help
beginning players master the
basics of hockey and learn
the rules.
 Clubs provide their own
programs to suit their
players
 Some clubs combine to
provide an informal intraclub program
 Suitable for Beginners à
Developing players
 Emphasis on fun
 Non-competition model
 May play against other
clubs in Fun Day Carnival

Geelong Hockey Assn
Local Junior Inter-Club
(Mixed competitions)


Minkey (U8): played at
King Lloyd Reserve



U10: played at King
Lloyd Reserve



U12: played at various
venues



U14/U16/U17: played
at Stead Park

GHA Local Senior
Inter-Club Competition
Division 1 (Men & Women)
Division 2 (Men & Women)

HOCKEY GEELONG ACADEMY
For players aged 14 -17 years who are playing or have played high
level: HG Rep, Wildcats, State etc. 4-wk intensive block programs
for invited/nominated players held several times a year.
HOCKEY VICTORIA JUNIOR COUNTRY CHAMPS (JCC)
U13/U15/U17 Boys and Girls
Held in May at various Melbourne venues
Hockey Geelong is encouraged by HV to enter teams in these
championships to give more opportunities for our Regional players.
HV Athlete Identification Officers (AIOs) do not attend JCC.
Hockey Geelong will ask for players to nominate in March/April to
play in the JCC; trials may be used for team selection.
HOCKEY VICTORIA JUNIOR STATE TEAM SELECTION
To be selected in a State Team (U13/U14/U15/U18/U21), players
nominate via the HV website and attend various programs/sessions
and competitions to be seen by HV Athlete Identification Officers.
The AIOs compile Selection Lists of nominated players who are
then invited to attend State Team trials. For more information and
current selection policies, go to Hockey Victoria Website – High
Performance, as the exact process may change from time to time.

HOCKEY VICTORIA
MELBOURNE-based HV Interclub Home & Away comp played at Melbourne venues
and Stead Park

HOCKEY GEELONG
SHARKS Rep Team
U14 Girls and Boys
Team selection by trial

HOCKEY GEELONG
SHARKS Rep Team
U16 Girls and Boys
Team selection by trial

HOCKEY VICTORIA
JUNIOR STATE CHAMPS
(JSC) in Melbourne
July holidays

WESTERN METRO
WILDCATS
JSC Zone Team
U13 / U15 / U17
Boys and Girls
Team selection by trial

HOCKEY GEELONG
SHARKS Rep Teams
Senior Men and Women

GEELONG JUNIOR PLAYER PATHWAY - Process
Geelong Hockey Association players do not need to be a Hockey Geelong Junior Rep in
order to trial for Hockey Victoria JCC, JSC or to nominate for State Teams. However, it is
recommended to play in a Rep team if State Team selection is your aim, as it gives
exposure to a higher level of hockey and also the Talented Player Identification process.
Hockey Geelong Association (LOCAL) Junior Inter-club Competition: For club hockey
players. An entry-level competition to gain skills and experience. U10, U12, U14, U16, U18
levels are offered. From here, juniors can also play Senior inter-club hockey and also play
for Junior and Senior Hockey Geelong representative teams.
Hockey Geelong Sharks Junior Representative Teams: Selection Trials held Jan/Feb –
All Geelong juniors eligible to nominate. For more information read the HG Sharks Junior
Rep Selection Policy on the HG website or contact the HG Sharks Junior Rep Co-ordinator.
Open to ALL Geelong club players.
Hockey Victoria Junior Country Champs: Held over a weekend in mid-May; multiple
venues across Melbourne. Nominations for U13/U15/U17 open to ALL Geelong juniors.
HAVAL Junior State Champs: Nominations for U13/U15/U17 Western Metro Wildcats
open in March; Trials held in May. ALL Geelong players are eligible to trial.
Hockey Victoria Junior Academy: Some State Team players gain automatic entry into the
Jnr Academy; Other players undertake a Draft Camp Trial. Go to High Performance tab on
the HV website for more information. ALL Geelong players may apply.
Hockey Victoria Junior State Teams: U13/U14/U15/U18/U21. Players nominate through
HV website. AIOs assess all nominees and compile a Selection Trial List. Only invited
players may trial; trials held at various times depending on age-groups and when National
Tournaments are held. ALL Geelong players may nominate for State teams.

HOCKEY VICTORIA
Talented Junior Players
State Teams / Development
Programs

Hockey Victoria
Junior Academy
12-17 years
By Invitation or Draft Camp

Hockey Victoria
Junior State Teams
U13/U14/U15/U18/U21

Hockey Victoria
Junior Emerging Vipers/
Vikings Training Squads
U15 – U21

Victorian Institute of Sport
(VIS)
Scholarship Program

Hockey Victoria
Senior Vipers / Vikings

Hockey Australia
Junior Futures Training
Squads
U15 – U21

Australian Institute of Sport
(AIS)
Scholarship Program

Australian International Squads / Teams
Ø Jillaroos (U21 Women)
Ø Burras (U21 Men)
Ø Australia As (Men & Women)
Ø Hockeyroos (National Women’s Squad)
Ø Kookaburras (National Men’s Squad)
Updated: Jan 2019

